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Abstract—The electrical grid is one of the critical infrastruc-
tures of any country whose importance makes them an attractive
target for malicious cyber attacks. This paper considers the
particular case of data modification attacks in smart grids, where
the data generated by Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) is
modified by the adversary in order to introduce errors in the
monitoring and control applications that rely on PMU data.
The proposed methodology is based on evaluating the equivalent
impedance of a transmission line from buses at its either end.
The deviations in the magnitude and angle of the equivalent
impedances in the presence of a data modification attack are
used to detect the attack. Extensive simulations using real PMU
data are used to verify the accuracy of the proposed detection
mechanism.

Index Terms—Cyber-security, smart grid, synchrophasor net-
work

I. INTRODUCTION

A synchrophasor or a Phasor Measurement Unit is one of

the most versatile measurement devices in a power grid and

plays a pivotal role in the monitoring and consequent control

of the power systems. It provides highly-accurate, real-time

measurements of voltage and current phasors from the nodes

where they are installed. The measurements are generated at a

rate of 30, 50 or 60 samples per second with accuracy better

than 1% and precision-timestamped based on a common time-

source of the Global Positioning System (GPS). The data from

individual PMUs is transferred over a communication network

and collected at a Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC) and fed

to the control center, where grid-wide time-aligned PMU data

are processed to create a single snapshot of the state of the

entire system. Thus, the continuous stream of PMU data helps

to determine the transient nature of the system and provides

dynamic visibility. PMU data is increasingly being used for

various power system applications such as state-estimation,

real-time congestion management, post-disturbance analysis,

economic dispatch, adaptive protection as well as real-time

system control and operation.

Given the importance of PMUs in the monitoring, control

and operation of a power system and the time-critical nature

of the generated data, they are particularly attractive targets

for malicious attackers intending to disrupt normal grid op-

erations. Since the PMUs are usually spread over a wide

geographical area, the Internet is generally used to transfer

these data to the PDCs. Given the public nature of the Internet,

a variety of cyber-attacks are thus possible on the data as it

transits from the PMUs to the PDCs and the control center.

As the power grid is one of the critical infrastructures of any

nation, the security and smooth operation of the grid is of

great importance.

The data generated by the PMUs is vulnerable to a number

of cyber-attacks as it traverses the network to the PDC. In

the attack of interest in this paper, we consider the situation

where the adversary may exploit network vulnerabilities or

cyber-physical dependencies to compromise PMUs, PDCs

or the intermediate routers in the network and modify the

measurement data in order to bias the estimated system states.

Consequently, the attacker may be able to obscure impending

problems from the utilities, or mislead the control center

into taking erroneous control actions which may prove to be

harmful for the grid. For example, it may lead to damage

of power system equipment, uneconomic dispatch choices,

congestion, or even a cascading sequence of events resulting

in blackout. At the very least, it can create a distrust of

the system states, thereby hampering system observability.

Therefore, development of mechanisms which can perform

quick detection of data manipulation attacks is a necessity.

Also, if the detection schemes can performed in a distributed

manner at the various PDCs, the amount of data handled at any

point of time will be lower and detection will be considerably

quicker.

This paper addresses the problem of detecting data ma-

nipulation attacks on PMU data by using the estimates of

the transmission line equivalent impedance. To detect the

presence of modified data, at each of the PDCs, the PMU data

from both sides of a line are used to estimate the equivalent

impedance. The detection mechanism then uses the changes

in the equivalent impedance magnitude and angles in the

presence of data manipulation attacks as an indicators of the

attack. Statistically significant variations between functions

based on impedance magnitudes and angles, as calculated from

the two end buses of a line are taken as an indication of data

manipulation. The proposed detection mechanism is verified

using extensive simulations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section II,

provides an overview of the related work, data modification

attacks and our system model. Section III presents the pro-

posed mechanism for detecting data modification attacks and

Section IV presents the simulation results. Finally, Section V

concludes the paper.



II. RELATED WORK AND ASSUMPTIONS

This section presents brief review of the literature on

traditional bad data detection schemes as well as false data

injection attack detection. We also present the assumptions

and system model used for our analysis.

A. Related Work

One of the key functions of the static state estimator is

bad data processing. It uses redundant measurement data

to compute measurement residuals in order to detect gross

errors caused by sensor problems and/or telemetry failures. In

traditional bad data detection techniques, the 2-norm of the

difference between the observed measurement vector and the

estimated states is compared against a threshold to detect the

presence of bad measurements [1], [2]. Although these tech-

niques are effective against random interacting measurement

noises, they fail to detect certain structured data manipulation

attacks that conform to the network topology. Such vulnerabil-

ities raise serious security concerns and need to be addressed.

The authors of [3] presented a new class of active attacks on

a power grid, called false data injection attacks and performed

analysis from the attacker’s perspective. They showed that an

attacker who has complete knowledge of the current grid con-

figuration may successfully inject arbitrary errors into certain

state variables without being detected by conventional bad

data processing techniques[3]. The authors of [4] introduced

indices that quantify the least effort needed by attackers to

achieve attack goals while avoiding bad data detection. These

indices help to determine and locate power flows which are

easier to manipulate. The authors in [5] have investigated the

false data injection attacks from an operators point of view in

order to determine how to defend against such attacks. They

have shown that it is a necessary condition but not a sufficient

condition to protect at least a certain number of measurements

in order to be able to ensure observability of the system and

enable detection of false data injection attacks. In the absence

of any verifiable state variables, it is necessary and sufficient

to protect a set of basic measurements in order to be able to

detect such attacks.

A Bayesian framework that leverages the knowledge of prior

distribution on the states to detect false data injection attacks

is proposed in [6]. The problem of determining the smallest

number of meters that need to be tampered by the attacker has

been modeled as an optimization problem satisfying several

constraints in [7]. The authors of [8] defined irreducible

attacks, their conditions, and proposed an algorithm based on

graph theory for finding all irreducible attacks. One of the

interesting findings is that if there are p unobservable attack

sets, then it is sufficient to place (p + 1) PMUs at specific

buses to make every attack observable.

Most of the existing work on detection of false data injection

attacks are focused on two aspects. Firstly, looking at the

problem from the attackers point of view and techniques

have been developed for determining the minimum number of

PMUs that the attacker needs to corrupt in order to influence

the state variables without raising an alarm. The aspect aspect

looks at the problem from the defenders point of view and

develops schemes for determining the minimum number of

secure PMUs required for being able to detect the attacks.

In some cases the possible placements of these PMUs have

been also suggested. It is quite clear that most of the cases

assume that the defenders have some number of absolutely

secure PMUs or verifiable states. But in reality, that may not

be the case. No PMU can be expected to provide absolutely

accurate data and zero possibility of corruption by attackers at

all times. Therefore, it is clear that some detection techniques

are required which would be able to detect false data injection

attacks without making such strong assumptions.

B. Threat Model

Under the threat model considered in this paper, we assume

that the adversary has compromised one or more of the entities

that generate, transmit or store the PMU data. The compro-

mised entities may be any of the PMUs, PDC, network routers

and links or the communication system LAN at the control

center. Once a device or link is compromised, the adversary

may manipulate the PMU data or inject false PMU data that

may bias the power system state estimation. No assumption

is made on the presence or absence of data encryption. With

data modification attacks, the adversary is implicitly assumed

to be capable of breaking the encryption mechanism.

Under the adversary model described above, this paper ad-

dresses the following data modification attack. Data generated

by the PMUs are sent over a communication network to the

PDC. The data is then forwarded to the Super PDC and then

ultimately to the control center. During its traversal from the

PMU to the control center, the data passes through a number

of routers and the communication links that connect them.

The attacker is assumed to have compromised one or more

of the routers or links and can manipulate the contents of

the PMU data packets passing through them. The objective

of the attacker is to cause the maximum damage possible

by manipulating the PMU data, without being detected. The

data manipulated by the attacker changes the estimated system

states from their true values and larger deviations are more

likely to lead to erroneous actions of greater consequence.

Consequently, the attacker aims to manipulate the data to the

largest extent possible. The objective of this paper is to develop

a mechanism that can accurately detect data manipulation

attacks on PMU data.

III. DETECTION MECHANISM BASED ON LINE

EQUIVALENT IMPEDANCE

In this section, we propose a data modification attack

detection scheme based on verification of the equivalent line

impedance in a distributed manner at the regional PDCs.

The various line parameters and their significance as well as

variations are discussed first.

A. Transmission Line Parameters

Electrical transmission lines are represented by four elec-

trical parameters: resistance (R), inductance (L), capacitance
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(C) and conductance (G). The resistance is affected by three

factors, namely, temperature, frequency, and spiraling, and

accounts for the thermal losses in the line. With increase

in conductor temperature, the line resistivity and hence the

resistance increases. Between 25◦C and 50◦C, the variation in

resistance is typically about 8%. The inductance is due to the

voltage induced by the magnetic flux changes caused by the

changing conductor current. It depends on the line geometry,

cable size and configuration and is the most dominant line

parameter. The capacitance in transmission lines is present due

to the potential difference between the conductors. For short

transmission lines (length less than 50 miles), the effect of

capacitance is negligible. The conductance, is caused by the

leakage current over the surface of the insulators. Since it is

very small for overhead transmission lines, it can be ignored.

Along any transmission line, the above four parameters

are uniformly distributed. However, the lines may be mod-

eled using a lumped parameter configuration in many cases

without much loss of accuracy. The resistance and inductance

constitute the series impedance, whereas, the capacitance and

conductance constitute the shunt impedance. For a short line,

the series impedance in the lumped form is a good approxi-

mated model for the total line length. Typically, for a medium

line (length between 50 miles and 150 miles), along with

series impedance, the shunt capacitance is also considered by

lumping half the capacitance to neutral of the line at each end

of the equivalent circuit. Such a model is also termed as the

nominal π-circuit. For long transmission lines (length more

than 150 miles), if a high degree of accuracy is required, the

parameters are distributed uniformly along the length of the

line. However, a nominal π-circuit may represent it sufficiently

well in case very high level of accuracy is not necessary [9].

The estimation of the individual parameters of the approx-

imated π-circuit model of a transmission line is an iterative

process and the results are not satisfactory when measurement

errors or noise are present. Therefore, the final data modifi-

cation attack detection based on these estimation results are

unreliable. Although detectable bad data can be removed using

statistics-based filtering methods, small amounts of bias errors

and noise in measurements from different PMUs are very hard

to eliminate. A detailed analysis of this problem is provided

in [10]. When the error is positive in synchrophasor data

from one end of the line and negative at the other end, then

the resistance estimated may even come out to be negative.

Also, when the load is unbalanced or mutual couplings exist

on untransposed lines, the estimation can come out to be

inaccurate giving rise to false alarms. Therefore, instead of es-

timating the individual line parameters in an iterative method,

the equivalent impedance of the line is directly computed using

the voltage measurements and current measurements at the two

ends. The computed equivalent impedances are continuously

monitored to detect any kind of abnormal deviation. These

checks can be done in a distributed manner at the PDCs, thus

making the computations simpler and faster.

B. Detection Mechanism

We consider a power system with N buses and let these

buses be labeled as i = 1, 2, · · · , N . In order to analyze

the interaction of the measurement errors in the data and

the effects on the estimates of the equivalent impedance,

we assume that all the buses are equipped with PMUs so

that estimates can be compared to the measured values. As

shown in Figure 1, let us first consider any one specific

transmission line which has PMUs at its two end buses (say

bus 1 and bus 2). The measured bus voltage magnitudes and

their corresponding voltage phase angles are represented by

|Vi| and θi respectively where i = 1, 2. The PMUs also

measure the line current at both ends and the magnitudes and

the phase angles of the currents flowing from bus i to bus k
is denoted by |Iik| and δik respectively, where i, k = 1, 2 and

i 6= k. In order to compute the equivalent impedances, we first

arbitrarily pick one of the buses as the reference bus. The phase

angle of the selected reference bus is then subtracted from all

the phase angle measurements to obtain their phase angles

with respect to the reference bus. The equivalent impedance

of the line, zik, as seen from bus i, is then calculated using

the measurement data as follows:

Vi = |Vi|(cos θi + i sin θi) (1)

Iik = |Iik|(cos δik + i sin δik) (2)

zik = (Vi − Vk)/Iik (3)

Similarly, zki can also be computed using both the voltages

and the current as measured at bus k. Although the magnitudes

of the two computed equivalent impedances may be slightly

different due to instrumentation errors in the current transform-

ers, potential transformers or PMUs, the trend observed in both

should be the same. If the impedance values and their trend

show significant variation, data modification may be suspected

with a certain level of confidence. This observation is the key

to the proposed data modification attack detection mechanism.

A sample of the magnitudes of the equivalent impedances

calculated at both ends of a transmission line as well as

their ratio and difference are provided in Figure 2. These

impedances were calculated from real PMU measurements.

It can be clearly seen that both their ratio and difference have

minimal variation in the normal case.
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Fig. 2. Magnitude of equivalent impedances calculated from both ends.

Similarly, although the angles of the equivalent impedances

computed at both ends are not exactly the same, they too

follow a similar pattern and their difference is also observed

to be nearly constant.

Therefore, the ratio and difference of the magnitudes and

the difference of the angles of the equivalent impedances

computed using the voltage and current measurements at both

ends of a transmission line provide a viable means of detecting

modification of PMU data. In the proposed detection scheme,

if there is a sudden and/or sustained change in one or more

of their values, it is taken as an indication of modification of

measurement data by malicious attackers.

During a data modification attack on PMU data, the attacker

may modify any or all of the following three quantities:

1) Current Magnitude: The current magnitude may vary

widely even in normal situations due to change in load,

generation, routes, or any combination of these causes.

Thus in case of current magnitude, the level of difficulty

in distinguishing between normal system variations and

variations caused by an attacker’s manipulation is the

greatest. Therefore, modification of the current magni-

tude is the most likely target of the attacker for biasing

the system states without being detected. Let us assume

that the attacker changes one of the current magnitudes

by a factor p, that is,

|I ′ik| = p|Iik|. (4)

Due to the modification in the current magnitude, the

ratio of the magnitudes of the equivalent impedance will

then deviate from 1 and become

z′ik
zki

=
1

p
. (5)

Therefore, if the current magnitude is modified by a

factor p, there will be a corresponding change in the
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Fig. 3. Change in ratio of impedance magnitudes when current magnitude is
modified.

computed equivalent impedance magnitude, causing the

ratio to deviate. In general (and in Figure 2), variations

of less than 1% in the ratio occur naturally and fre-

quently. Hence, a current magnitude modification of less

than 1% would be difficult to detect without causing

false positives. However, a modification of such low

value is not expected to cause significant biasing of the

states or any kind of damage. The impact of current

magnitude modification on the impedance magnitude

ratio is shown in Figure 3. The current magnitude has

been gradually increased upto 5% between measurement

numbers 6000 and 6500 and then gradually decreased

between 6500 and 7000. The other measurements are not

manipulated. It can be seen that between measurements

6000 and 7000, there is a deviation in the impedance

ratio conforming to the modification.

2) Current Angle: In the second option, the attacker may

change the current angle in order to mislead the control

center regarding the power factor of the load. Let one

of the current angles (e.g. δik) be changed by a factor

of q:

δ′ik = qδik. (6)

Let γ be the angle of phasor Vi − Vk. That is,

arg(zik) = γ − δik (7)

arg(zki) = 180 + γ − δki (8)

In the normal case, the difference of the impedance

angles will be,

arg(zik)− arg(zki) = δki − δik − 180 (9)

When there is current angle modification, the ratio of

the equivalent impedance magnitude stays the same.

However,the difference of the angles changes as shown

below,

arg(z′ik)− arg(zki) = δki − qδik − 180 (10)

Thus, after the manipulation in the current angle, the

impedance angle difference changes. Therefore, any

change in the current angle is accompanied by a change

in the corresponding equivalent impedance angle making

the difference of the angles deviate from the normal

value. The impact of current angle modification on

the equivalent impedance angle difference is shown in
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Figure 4. For the results in this figure, the current

angle was gradually increased upto 10% (the maxi-

mum modification being -0.74◦) between measurement

numbers 6000 and 6500 and then gradually decreased

between 6500 and 7000. The other measurements are not

manipulated. It can be seen that between measurements

6000 and 7000, there is a corresponding deviation in the

ratio of the impedance angle.

3) Voltage Angle: Similarly, if the attacker changes any

of the voltage angles, the difference in the equivalent

impedance magnitudes changes and aids in detecting

the data modification. Let one of the voltage angles be

changed as follows:

θ′i = rθi. (11)

Let |Vd| be the magnitude of the phasor Vi − Vk. That

is,

|zik| =
|Vd|

|Iik|
(12)

Similarly, we can compute |zki|. Therefore, in the nor-

mal case, the difference of their magnitudes will be given

by,

|zik| − |zki| = |Vd|(
1

|Iik|
−

1

|Iki|
) (13)

However, when the voltage angle θi is changed, the

corresponding voltage phasor, that is, Vi changes. Let

it be denoted by V prime
i . Therefore, the difference of

the voltage phasors become:

|V ′

d | = |V ′

i − Vk| 6= |Vd| (14)

Hence, the difference of the impedance magnitudes

changes to:

|z′ik| − |z′ki| = |V ′

d |(
1

|Iik|
−

1

|Iki|
) (15)

Thus, when there is voltage angle modification, the dif-

ference of the equivalent impedance magnitude changes.

The effect of modifying any of the voltage angles on the

difference of the computed equivalent impedance mag-

nitudes is shown in Figure 5. The voltage angle has been

gradually increased upto 5% (the maximum modification

being 1.13◦) between measurement numbers 6000 and

6500 and then gradually decreased between 6500 and
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Fig. 5. Change in the difference between equivalent impedance magnitudes
when voltage angle is modified.

7000. A corresponding deviation in the difference of

the impedance magnitudes is observed between mea-

surements 6000 and 7000.

Since the voltage magnitude is always expected to stay near

1 p.u. value, the attacker is not expected to modify it. If

the attacker modifies the voltage magnitude, it can be readily

detected.

The proposed data modification attack detection scheme

is as follows. On receiving data from the PMUs, the PDCs

calculate the equivalent impedances for each of the lines. The

ratio and difference of the impedance magnitudes and as well

as the difference of the impedance angles are computed. Any

change in the current magnitude, current angle and/or voltage

angle will cause one of the above three variables to deviate in

the manner discussed above. Let xi be the current estimated

value of any the three variables for the ith measurement and let

µi be the mean and σi) be the standard deviation as observed

over a window of n measurements preceding the current one,

i.e.,

µi =

i−n∑

j=i−1

xj (16)

σ2

i =

i−n∑

j=i−1

(xj − µi−1)
2 (17)

If the difference between the current estimated value and the

current mean is more than thrice the current standard deviation,

i.e.,

|xi − µi| > |3σ| (18)

then the system enters the “alert” mode.

In order to minimize false alarms, alarm clustering is done.

When the detection mechanism enters the alert mode, it

initiates a timer of t seconds. In the alert mode, the system

keeps track of the deviations observed. If the cumulative sum

of the deviations exceeds a certain threshold (η) before the

expiry of the timer, then the “attack” alarm is generated. The

proposed data manipulation detection algorithm is shown in

Algorithm 1.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we present simulation results to verify the

proposed detection mechanism. Real PMU data collected from

various locations in New York have been used to verify the



Algorithm 1 Detection based on equivalent impedance

1: loop

2: for Arrival of measurement number ’j’ do

3: Update the measurement set |V |, θ, |I|, δ;

4: Vi = |Vi|(cosθi + i sin θi);
5: Iik = |Iik|(cosδik + i sin δik);
6: Determine equivalent impedance zik(j) =

(Vi(j)− Vk(j))/Iik(j);
7: Calculate zki(j) similarly;

8: Impedance magnitudes |zik(j)| and |zki(j)|;
9: Impedance angles arg(zik(j)) and arg(zki(j));

10: Calculate x1(j) = |zik(j)|/|zki(j)|;
11: Calculate x2(j) = zik(j)− zki(j);
12: Calculate x3(j) = arg(zik(j))− arg(zki(j));
13: Calculate µk(j) =

∑i−n

m=i−1
xk(m), k = 1, 2, 3;

14: Calculate σk(j) =
∑i−n

m=i−1
xm − µk(j − 1);

15: if |xk(j)− µk(j)| > |3σk(j)| then

16: ALERT(j);

17: else

18: Continue monitoring;

19: end if

20: end for

21: end loop when session is terminated

22:

23: function ALERT(j)

24: if a = 0 then

25: Start timer for value t;
26: Sum = 0;

27: end if

28: Update a = a+ 1;

29: Calculate Sum = Sum+ |xk(j)− µk(j)|;
30: if Timer has Expired then

31: if Sum > η then

32: Generate alarm for “Data manipulation attack”;

33: end if

34: Update a = 0;

35: end if

36: end function

mechanism. Five sets of PMU data containing 9000 measure-

ment samples each, and taken on different days were used

for evaluating the proposed detection method. To simulate an

attack, the values of the PMU measurements were altered.

Three sets of simulations have been performed: first with

modification in current magnitude, second with modification

in current angle and third with modification in voltage angle.

For each set, three levels of modifications have been simulated,

that is, 0% or no change, 5% change and 10% change. Also,

both step and ramp modifications have been simulated to

determine the performance of the detector in two different

types of modification scenarios. For each of the simulations,

the accuracy, false positive and false negative have been

computed in the form of percentages. The results are shown

in Table I.

The accuracy of the detection scheme is above 80% with

TABLE I
OVERALL DETECTION RESULTS USING PROPOSED DATA MODIFICATION

ATTACK DETECTION ALGORITHM. A: ACCURACY, FP: FALSE POSITIVE,
FN: FALSE NEGATIVE

Modification Step change Ramp change

percentage A FP FN A FP FN

5 93.33 0 6.67 86.67 0 13.33

10 100 0 0 100 0 0

lower than 20% false alarms when there is no attack. The

accuracy increases with increase in the modification level or if

the modification is in the form of step-change. The maximum

possible detection delay is 30 seconds, since it is the timer

value used for the simulations. However, in most cases the

threshold is exceeded much before the timer expiry, making

the detection delay much smaller. We note that further tuning

of the timer setting and the threshold may be possible leading

to improvement of the results.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a mechanism for detecting data

manipulation attacks on PMU data. The method is reliable

even in the presence of instrumentation errors and noise.

It does not require any iterative computations and hence is

comparatively fast. The effectiveness of the detection mech-

anism has been verified using simulations. The accuracy of

the proposed mechanism is above 85% for even modifications

in measurements as small as 5%. Also, unlike many existing

mechanisms for detecting bad data, it does not require the

assumption that either some of the PMUs are absolutely secure

or that some of the states are verifiable.
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